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Background: In 2017, varicella vaccination became mandatory for all children in Italy, based

on a two-dose schedule administered at 12–15 months of age and 5 to 6 years of age. Varicella

vaccines are available in different formulations (as a single vaccine or as a combination vaccine

together with measles, mumps, and rubella) and are made by multiple manufacturers with

different effectiveness profiles. This study calculates the cost-effectiveness of a range of varicella

vaccination strategies to identify the optimal strategy for Italy.

Methods: A dynamic transmission cost-effectiveness model was applied in Italy to simulate

the long-term (50 years) costs and outcomes associated with different varicella vaccination

strategies. Five vaccination strategies were evaluated using the model: two doses of two

different combination Measles-Mumps-Rubella-Varicella vaccines (either Vaccine A (MSD)

[denoted QQVa] or Vaccine B (GSK) [denoted QQVb]); a first dose of a single Varicella

vaccine followed by a second dose of a combination vaccine (either Vaccine C (MSD)

followed by Vaccine A [denoted MQVa] or Vaccine D (GSK) followed by Vaccine

B [denoted MQVb]); or no vaccine at all (NV). The model was adapted for Italy using

publicly available Italian data and expert opinion.

Results: Over the 50-year time-horizon, in the absence of universal varicella vaccination,

there would be 34.8 million varicella cases, 142 varicella-infection-related deaths, and

€23 billion in societal costs. The cost per capita from a societal perspective ranged from

€164.55 to €392.18 with NV being the most expensive and QQVa the least expensive. The

most effective strategy was QQVa, which resulted in a 66% decrease in varicella cases and

30% reduction in varicella-related deaths compared to NV strategy. QQVa led to a net saving

in societal cost around €13 billion compared to NV as the cost of vaccination was more than

offset by the savings that resulted from the reduced burden of illness.

Conclusion: Varicella vaccination has a major impact on reducing varicella incidence,

prevalence, and societal costs. This analysis supports the policy for universal varicella

vaccination in Italy as the NV strategy was the most expensive and resulted in the poorest

outcomes. QQVa offers the greatest benefits at the lowest cost and should be considered as

a potential priority strategy for Italian population.

Keywords: varicella, vaccination, Italy, health-economics, cost-effectiveness, chickenpox,

MMRV, varicella zoster virus

Background
Varicella is one of the most common infectious diseases in children and is caused

by the varicella zoster virus (VZV). The annual worldwide incidence of varicella is

estimated to range from 2 to 16 cases per 1000 persons, with the highest incidence
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observed in individuals under 15 years of age.1–3 Primary

VZV infection is characterized by an incubation period

ranging from 10 to 21 days, and is infectious via contact

up to 5 days after the onset of symptoms.4 In most cases,

varicella is a self-limited disease, and symptomatic treat-

ment (with acetaminophen to control fever, lotions for

pruritus, and fluid substitution to maintain hydration) is

sufficient. Treatment with antivirals is recommended for

patients at risk for severe disease (such as immunocom-

promised hosts and newborns whose mothers acquired

infection around the time of delivery) and for people

with VZV infection with virally mediated complications

(e.g. ocular involvement, pneumonia, or encephalitis).5

Treatment of healthy children with varicella with oral

acyclovir within 24 hrs of the onset of illness resulted in

reduction in the severity of cutaneous and systemic signs

and symptoms; however, it did not appear to reduce the

rate of complications.6

The overall mortality rates due to varicella in the

European Union/European Economic Area countries range

from 0.01% to 5.4% among hospitalized cases of varicella

per year.7 These are likely to be from immunocompromised

individuals or individuals who acquired an initial infection

later in life. An increased incidence of meningitis, encepha-

litis, and bacterial superinfection, usually due to

Staphylococcus aureus or Streptococcus pyogenes, has been

associated with varicella infection.8,9 Varicella can dissemi-

nate to the lungs causing pneumonia and severe respiratory

symptoms and has also been associated with transient

hepatitis.10,11 Although rare, hemorrhagic disease and

nephritis are severe complications of varicella in both chil-

dren and adults.12 As a consequence of these symptoms and

complications, high levels of healthcare utilization including

hospitalizations and ambulatory visits are associated with

varicella.13,14 In addition, varicella and the associated com-

plications can result in missed days at work for employees

with varicella or caregivers of varicella patients.15

Live-attenuated VZV vaccines have been available since

the 1980s for administration to children 12 months of age and

older and have been proven to be safe and effective in pre-

venting varicella. It was not licensed in the US until 1995

around which time it began to be used more widely. The

implementation of routine childhood immunization programs

for varicella has resulted in a dramatic decline in morbidity

and mortality related to varicella.16–18 In the United States,

since the introduction of the varicella vaccination program, the

mortality rate for varicella decreased from 0.41 per million

population (pre-vaccination program) to 0.05 per million

population (post-vaccination program), hospitalizations due

to varicella declined by 88% and ambulatory visits declined

by 59%.14,19 These decreases were associated with significant

cost savings ($5 for every $1 spent).16,20 Similarly, in Sicily

and Canada, publicly funded vaccinations were shown to

decrease in the rates of hospitalizations and burden of

disease.21,22 Additional countries (e.g. Uruguay, Taiwan,

Germany, Finland, and Australia) have added the varicella

vaccine to their childhood immunization schedule, while

others recommend the vaccine for specific risk groups such

as immunocompromised people (e.g. individuals with forth-

coming transplantation, chemotherapy, or immunosuppres-

sion), healthcare workers, and susceptible adolescents and

adults. Reductions in varicella-specific mortality and morbid-

ity have been observed in regions in Italy after the introduction

of varicella vaccination.23

In 2017, universal varicella vaccination was initiated

for all children in Italy on a two-dose schedule at 12–15

months of age and 5 to 6 years of age, following the

experimental phase in eight regions that had begun in

2013.24 Varicella vaccines are available in different for-

mulations (single or in combination with measles, mumps,

and rubella [MMR] vaccines), are made by multiple man-

ufacturers, and have different effectiveness and safety

profiles. Consequently, public health experts in Italy must

assess which vaccines will lead to the optimal vaccination

strategy. Critical components to consider include when and

how to introduce a new vaccine into a national immuniza-

tion program, assessment of the current burden of disease,

and the potential impact of the vaccine on epidemiology,

and the cost-effectiveness and fiscal impact of vaccine

introduction.25 In this analysis, we provide an assessment

of four alternative varicella vaccination strategies (com-

pared to not vaccinating) in consideration of the critical

components mentioned above.

Methods
An age-structured deterministic, population level, dynamic

transmission model was adapted for Italy to facilitate

discussions about varicella vaccine choice.26 The

model was implemented using Mathematica and uses a

Maternal/Passive Immunity-Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious

-Recovered-Susceptible (MSEIRS) structure to model the

natural disease progression history of VZV, including herpes

zoster reactivation. We assume the population is homoge-

neous over space and gender. We derive the contact mixing

matrix assuming proportionate mixing, i.e., mixing between

age groups is proportional to their activity level.27 The model
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estimates incidence of natural or wild-type as well as break-

through (≥42 days post varicella vaccination) varicella, as

well as associated hospitalizations and deaths. These out-

comes are aggregated to estimate quality-adjusted life years

(QALYs), along with indirect and direct medical costs over

a 50-year time horizon.

Four vaccination strategies for Italy were evaluated in

comparison to each other and to not vaccinating (NV).

The first and second strategies were based on two doses of

combination vaccines (utilizing either ProQuad® [Vaccine

A] or Priorix-Tetra® [Vaccine B], denoted as strategy

QQVa (i.e. Vaccine A followed by Vaccine A) and strat-

egy QQVb (i.e. Vaccine B followed by Vaccine B),

respectively. The third and fourth strategies required

a first dose of a single varicella vaccine, administered at

the same visit as receipt of the MMR vaccine, and

a second dose being administered as a combination vac-

cine. Thus, the third strategy was Varivax® [Vaccine C] +

MMR VaxPro® followed by Vaccine A (denoted MQVa),

and the fourth was Varilrix® [Vaccine D] + Priorix® fol-

lowed by Vaccine B (denoted MQVb). The first dose was

assumed to be administered at the age of 13–15 months,

and the second at the age of 5 to 6 years. Coverage for the

first dose for QQVa and QQVb was assumed to be 85%;

coverage for the first dose of MQVa and MQVb was

assumed to be 81%, assuming that coverage for a single

dose vaccine would be lower than for a combination vac-

cine; and coverage for the second dose was assumed to be

83% for all vaccination strategies. Uptake rates were

based on coverage data for the MMR vaccine programs

in Italy as reported by the World Health Organization,

where coverage of the first dose was 85% and

the second dose was 83%.28 In the analysis, we assume

that the new vaccination strategies replace existing strate-

gies simultaneously across Italy (i.e. there is no gradual

roll-out program).

The parameter data used in the model were based on

public health reports, peer-reviewed publications, and

expert opinion. The model assumed a total population of

59,504,000, based on United Nations population data for

Italy in 2015.29 The Italian-specific epidemiology para-

meters required for the varicella model are provided in

Table 1. When developing the model, the population was

segmented into the age-groups shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Healthcare Resource Utilization and Cost Data

Parameter Ages Source

<1 1–4 5–9 10–14 15–44 45–64 ≥ 65 years

% of varicella cases requiring an outpatient visit 57% 47% 38% 44% 72% 74% 81% [30]

Cost per outpatient visit €20.66 [31]

% of varicella cases hospitalized 16.8% 16.8% 16.8% 16.8% 4.2% 6.5% 14.7% [32]

Number of days per hospitalization 4 4 4 4 5 7 9 [33]

Hospitalization cost per day € 767 [32,34–36]

Estimated total costs of prescription and OTC drugs per

inpatient or outpatient who received them

€ 35.49 [37]

Estimated total costs of diagnostic tests per inpatient or

outpatient who received them

€ 48.70 [31,37]

Days of work lost by outpatient (ages 15 to 64 only) – – – – 5.7 5.7 0 [38]

Days of work lost by inpatient (ages 15 to 64 only) – – – – 5.0 7.0 0 [33]

Average cost per workday missed € 224 [38,39]

Days lost from work by caregiver for outpatients (cases

aged < 15 years)

0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 - – – [38]

Days lost from work by caregiver for inpatients (cases aged

< 15 years)

4 4 4 0.7 - – – [33,38]

Abbreviation: OTC, over the counter.
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The costs of the vaccines were estimated as 50% of the

net maximum selling prices40 in Italy in 2018, according

to Italian legislation on mandatory discounts to the NHS.41

All inpatients were assumed to receive a diagnostic test

and three prescriptions of over-the-counter (OTC) treat-

ments. We assumed all cases aged one to 64 years required

at one outpatient visit with those aged under <1 year old or

≥65 years old required two. One percent of outpatients

received diagnostic testing and 90% received either one (if

aged one to 64 years) or three (if aged <1 or 65+ years)

prescription or OTC treatments.

Marginal adverse event costs related to febrile seizures

when combination vaccines were used as the 1st dose of

MMR-containing vaccines were included and assumed to

be the same for both QQVa and QQVb, based on several

studies that indicated this a class effect among combina-

tion measles-mumps-rubella-varicella vaccines.42–44 This

cost was estimated to be €0.60 per person vaccinated

with MMRV, based on a rate of 1/2874 additional febrile

seizures per person vaccinated with MMRV, versus MMR

+V,45 assuming all febrile seizures were hospitalized46 and

the cost per hospitalization was €1729 per case.47 An

additional charge of €7.39 was included for the single

vaccines to account for administration, delivery, and cold-

chain costs associated with the use of varicella vaccine

components separately as opposed to using it as part of the

MMRV vaccine.38

Vaccine performance is characterized by an analogue

of McLean-Blower (1995) framework using published

parameterizations with varying approaches to parameter

estimation (Table 2). Effectiveness (take and waning) for

QQVa and MQVa were taken from a simple dynamic

model26 based on Kuter 2004;47 for QQVb and MQVb,

they were referenced from parameters reported in

modeling papers based on Prymula 2014,49–52 and sup-

ported by recently published evidence in the extension of

the Prymula trial.53,54 Importantly, this framework

accounts for the significance of time since vaccination in

modelling the force of infection and waning of vaccine-

derived protection, which is critical to capturing actual

vaccine impact. Recent meta-analyses55–57 examining var-

ious aspects of varicella vaccine effectiveness have not

always accounted for this factor; those that do have

found more differences between vaccines made by differ-

ent manufacturers. A recent analysis in from Taiwan58

provides further real-world evidence in support of the

differences in take and waning between Vaccines A and B.

Utility values used to calculate QALYs are the same as

those used in Wolfson et al 201926 and are based on the

study by Littlewood et al,59 with different rates for indivi-

duals under and over 15, and rates among breakthrough

varicella much lower than for natural or wild-type vari-

cella. Both costs and QALYs were discounted at a rate of

3% per year.60 Costs were calculated from two perspec-

tives: the payer perspective which included costs for inpa-

tient and outpatient visits, treatments, diagnostic testing

and vaccination; and the societal perspective which

included costs from the payer perspective and productivity

losses.

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were cal-

culated as the ratio of the discounted incremental cost to the

discounted incremental QALY per capita for the duration of

the time horizon. When the incremental cost is lower and the

incremental QALY higher, the ICER cannot be calculated

and the alternative strategy is referred to as being “domi-

nant” (i.e. less expensive and more effective). A dominant

strategy is always the preferred health-economic strategy at

any willingness-to-pay threshold as it is cost-saving (i.e.

Table 2 Assumed Properties of Varicella Vaccines

Property Definition Dose Vaccine A26 Based on

Kuter et al 200448
Vaccine B49,50 Based on

Prymula et al 201451

Failure Percent of individuals for which vaccine fails to provide any

protection;

4% 5%

Take Percent of individuals who become temporarily fully protected

from breakthrough varicella after vaccination.

1st 100% (93–100%) 65·4% (57·2%–72·1%)

2nd 100% (97–100%) 94·9% (92·4%–96·6%)

Waning Rate at which temporarily protected individuals become

susceptible to breakthrough varicella after vaccination (1/year)

1st 0.04 (0.067–0.015) =

(1/25 years)

0.0588 (=1/17 years)

2nd 0.013 (0.026–0.005)

(=1/77 years)

“lifetime”
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there is a net profit associated with use of the alternative

strategy) and it improves quality of life.

Model Calibration
To simulate different vaccination strategies in the Italian

population, age-specific contact rates and seroprevalence

needed to be calibrated for the dynamic transmission

model based on Italian annual population data,29 Italian

annual fertility data54 and measured pre-vaccine era

seroprevalence.42 The dynamic transmission model con-

tact rates and seroprevalence were calibrated based on

monotonized forms of both the population and seropreva-

lence data. That is, a monotonically decreasing smoothing

function was applied to the Italian annual population data

while preserving the Italian annual total population, while

a monotonically increasing function was applied to the

seroprevalence data. The calibrated data were then used

as inputs for calculating the force of mortality which was

then used as an input for the dynamic transmission model

contact rates and seroprevalence. Proportionate mixing

contact patterns were assumed, and the model calibration

output (Figure 1) included in the model.61

One-way deterministic sensitivity analyses (DSA) were

undertaken to examine the impact of assumed variation of

key local parameters on the costs associated with the

different vaccination strategies. The DSA was approached

by varying coverage assumptions (MMRV +10%, −15%),

and the coverage gap between varicella containing vac-

cines (+5%, −25%); the percentage of cases requiring

over-the-counter (OTC) drugs (± 20%); percent of cases

requiring diagnostic testing (± 20%); cost of inpatient and

outpatient care (± 20%); work days lost (± 20%); cost of

work days lost (± 20%); and percent of cases requiring

hospitalization or outpatient visit (± 20%). To assess the

impact of overall uncertainty on the results, probabilistic

sensitivity analyses (PSA) were undertaken by varying the

parameters within confidence intervals. Of the 1000 PSAs

run, 968 were suitable for inclusion. Further details of the

parameters and probability distributions used in the PSA

are provided in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2.

Results
The cumulative number of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths

over the 50-year time horizon for each of the strategies is

shown in Table 3. The most substantial differences are

between NV and the vaccination strategies, where the num-

ber of cases falls between 52% and 66%,with the greatest fall

associated with QQVa. Falls in hospitalizations are even

greater (57% to 71%). Decreases in deaths are far less dra-

matic (20–30%) and may be due to a shift in the average age

of infection to the older population. The change in annual

incidence rate of varicella from initiation of strategy to the

end of the 50-year time horizon is shown in Figure 2. Here

we see a rapid initial decline in cases following the introduc-

tion of vaccination and deletion of the susceptible population.

This is followed by a slow gradual increase in incidence as

the susceptible population is supplemented with new births

until a steady state is reached at around 50 years.

The discounted costs per capita and the total costs over

the 50-year time-horizon are shown in Table 4 for each of

the strategies. The average discounted QALY per capita

are also shown.

All strategies are cost-saving compared to no vaccine.

However, QQVa is the most cost-saving and is more effective

than all other strategies, therefore, is the preferred strategy.

MQVa is the next least expensive vaccination strategy across

Figure 1 Pre-vaccine seroprevalence calibration based on data collected in Italy (2013–2014, data from 61).

Abbreviation: VZV, varicella zoster virus.
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the cost categories shown in Table 4, as well as the next best

effective option. The least effective and most expensive

option is NV, which is dominated by all vaccination strate-

gies (i.e. it is the most expensive and least effective option).

The results from the DSA are shown in Figure 3. The key

drivers affecting costs are theMMRV coverage and the cover-

age gap. Coverage has a large non-linear impact on incidence

due to their influence on herd immunity. Herd immunity is an

indirect benefit of vaccination whereby the number of infec-

tious people can be depleted levels low enough to significantly

reduce the transmission rate. Therefore, the incremental ben-

efits of improved coverage can be substantial. The results are

also sensitive to the percent of cases requiring hospitalization

or outpatient visit.

The scatter plots from the PSA are shown in Figure 4.

These support the deterministic results as they indicate QQVa

and MQVa are cost-saving 100% of the time compared to

NV, and QQVb and MQVb are costing-saving 82% of the

time compared to NV.

Discussion
The results from the model support the continuation of

universal varicella vaccination in Italy. Not vaccinating

against varicella is more expensive from both the societal

and the healthcare payer perspectives. The results show

quadrivalent vaccines as always more effective than mono-

valent vaccines. The QQVa strategy was the dominant

strategy, and MQVb was the least effective and most

expensive of the four examined vaccination strategies.

The dominance of the QQVa strategy over the other vac-

cine strategies results from a combination of factors, including

vaccine efficacy and coverage. Administering a combination

vaccine to infants likely leads to increased uptake, some

parents may be hesitant to have more than one injection on

1 day and may fail to return for the missing dose. However,

coverage is a major driver behind costs and outcomes even

with coverage in the model ranging from 81% to 85%. Further

improvements in coverage could lead to substantial improve-

ments in outcomes.62

The treatment costs and loss of quality of life asso-

ciated with febrile seizures were included in the model,

given that febrile seizure has been a known, if rare adverse

event associated with MMRV vaccines as a class.42–45

However, as the likelihood is relatively small and hos-

pitalization costs low relative to varicella infection, these

costs and loss of quality of life are more than offset by the

benefits of vaccination.

The use of dynamic transition models to estimate the

costs and benefits of vaccination strategies for infectious

diseases is recommended by the World Health Organization

where transmission is predominantly person-to-person, the

vaccine reduces infectiousness, and the vaccinated popula-

tion is important to reduce onwards transmission.63 Dynamic

transmission models take into account the indirect benefits of

vaccination resulting from lowering the probability of

onward transmission, either through the reduction in suscept-

ibility or the potential infectiousness in the uninfected popu-

lation, also well known as the herd protection effect.64,65 This

motivated our choice of a dynamic model framework to

examine different vaccination strategies for varicella.

With the inclusion of vaccine failure rates and examining

degree of protection and waning in detail, strategies differen-

tiating by the types of vaccines in use can be separately

examined in our model. As a result, our results enable policy-

makers to make informed decisions on subsequent questions

related to vaccine choice, consideration of combination vac-

cines, and consequences of using different vaccines in terms of

Table 3 Burden of Disease for the Different Vaccination

Strategies Over 50 Years

Outcomes NV QQVa MQVa QQVb MQVb

Cumulative

number of varicella

cases (millions)

34.8 12.0 13.4 15.6 16.8

Cumulative

number of

hospitalizations

(millions)

5.11 1.50 1.68 2.00 2.18

Cumulative

number of deaths

142 99 106 108 113

Figure 2 Total varicella incidence for the first 50 years after the start of universal

varicella vaccination.

Abbreviations: MQVa, Vaccine C followed by Vaccine A; MQVb, Vaccine

D followed by Vaccine B; NV, no vaccine; QQVa, Vaccine A; QQVb, Vaccine B.
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ease of implementation and uptake, healthcare costs and epi-

demiological outcomes.

An important aspect of dynamic transmission models is

their calibration. An assumption of the dynamic transmission

model is that population size is monotonically decreasing with

age, and seroprevalence is monotonically increasing with age.

New contact rates are then calibrated based on monotonized

population and seroprevalence data. Using the calibrated con-

tact rates, the model seroprevalence was derived. This ensured

that the model can fit pre-vaccine-era varicella seroprevalence

data, and the model is fitted to the data by adjusting contact

rates and assuming proportionate mixing. In this case, non-

monotonic Italian population data by age were monotonized

using a smoothing function while preserving the overall popu-

lation, and seroprevalence data were monotonized using

a linear model starting at 10 years to a final time point of 40

years29,61,66 and used static population age distribution and

population size for Italy with the assumption of proportionate

mixing. This implementation may overestimate transmission

in older people, and alternatives have been suggested, such as

empirical or synthetic social contact matrices.30,67,68

The model was parameterized for the Italian setting using

a range of data sources, including public reports, peer-

reviewed articles, and data assumptions. Aggregating these

Figure 3 Results from the DSA on the incremental costs of the four vaccination strategies. Care percent is the percent of cases requiring hospitalization or outpatient visit;

Coverage gap is the gap in coverage between the first and second vaccine; SA low represents the low values taken in the analysis and SA high the higher value.

Abbreviations: MMRV, measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine; SA, sensitivity analysis.

Table 4 Health Economic Outcomes from the Base Case (All Costs and QALYs are Discounted)

NV QQVa MQVa QQVb MQVb

Costs per capita (societal perspective) €392.18 €164.55 €180.15 €202.13 €215.60

Total costs (€m, societal perspective) €23,337m €9,792m €10,719m €12,027m €12,829m

Costs per capita (payer perspective) €287.10 €114.81 €126.18 €142.01 €151.97

Total costs (€m, payer perspective) €17,084m €6,832m €7,508m €8,450m €9,043m

QALY loss per capita* −0.00389 −0.00298 −0.00303 −0.00307 −0.00312

Note: *Loss is compared to “no disease”.
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types of data into a single model introduces uncertainty due

to differences in the underlying assumptions associated with

the different data.31,33,38 The key data assumptions were

around diagnostic testing and treatment. The DSA indicated

that the results were not highly sensitive to these. However,

they were sensitive to the proportion of cases seeking treat-

ment which is a major driver of costs.

The sensitivity analysis indicated that the results weremost

sensitive to coverage assumptions. Accurate prediction of

coverage rates is a critical factor in proving the overall benefits

and cost-effectiveness of vaccination. While epidemiology

patterns are unpredictable, the assumptions in the model

have been applied consistently across the different strategies,

and the PSA and sensitivity analysis indicated that the results

were robust under a range of different conditions.

The present study has a potential bias. Firstly, we consid-

ered that modifying the strategy from a quadrivalent to

a monovalent varicella vaccine in the first vaccination results

in a decrease of coverage of 4%.However, we did not consider

that when vaccinations are administered by family pediatri-

cians (as in Tuscany) this hypothesized decrease might be

significantly reduced if even present. Secondly, there are lim-

ited data available comparing Varivax/ProQuad to Varilrix/

Priorix-Tetra; however, first, Varivax and ProQuad are gener-

ally consider to be immunologically equivalent to each other,

as are Varilrix and Priorix-Tetra; second, two head-to-head

studies58,69 – one in an outbreak setting in Germany, one in

real-word use in Taiwan – both show similar patterns in

differences in effectiveness after a single dose as the way

that we (and others)49,50,52,68 reflect take and waning in our

models. Little is known about the performance of the effec-

tiveness of the two-dose strategies involving Vaccine B and/or

Vaccine Dwhen used in long-interval settings, as all the recent

clinical trial data51,53 are based on administration of the doses

only 3 months apart, rather than several years apart. Data is

available on the real-world effectiveness of both Varivax48 and

ProQuad70 on long-interval schedules, with results consistent

with how they are modelled in this study. However, in all

cases, there is the possibility that the performance of any of

these vaccines in the Italian epidemiological context could be

different than has been seen in other settings, and hence, is

a limitation of the study.

Conclusion
Varicella vaccination strategies in general have a major effect

on varicella incidence, prevalence, costs, and quality of life.

Vaccination provides immediate and long-term benefits to

both the vaccinated and unvaccinated population. The model

predicts that various two-dose vaccination strategies are cost-

saving compared to no vaccination in Italy. The two-dose

combination vaccine strategy QQVa is the dominant strategy

as it is the most effective and least expensive compared to all

other options and should be considered as a candidate for the

optimal vaccination strategy for the Italian population.

Abbreviations
DSA, Deterministic sensitivity analysis; MMR, Measles,
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Figure 4 Incremental costs and QALYs vs NV generated from PSA (mean PSA values also shown).
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